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ABSTRACT
The increasing volume and complexity of software systems and the growing demand
of programming skills calls for efficient information retrieval techniques from source
code documents. Programming related information seeking is often challenging for
users facing constraints in knowledge and experience. Source code documents contain
multi-faceted semi-structured text, having different levels of semantic information like
syntax, blueprints, interfaces, flow graphs, dependencies and design patterns. Matching
user queries optimally across these levels is a major challenge for information retrieval
systems. Code recommendations can help information seeking and retrieval by pro-
actively sampling similar examples based on the users context. These recommendations
can be beneficial in improving learning via examples or improving code quality by
sampling best practices or alternative implementations.
In this thesis, an attempt is made to help programming related information seeking
processes via pro-active code recommendations, and information retrieval processes
by extracting structural-semantic information from source code. I present CodeReco,
a system that recommends semantically similar Java method samples. Conventional
code recommendations found in integrated development environments are primarily
driven by syntactical compliance and auto-completion, whereas CodeReco is driven
by similarities in use of language and structure-semantics. Methods are transformed
to a vector space model and a novel metric of similarity is designed. Features in this
vector space are categorized as belonging to types signature, structure, concept and
language for user personalization.
Offline tests show that CodeReco recommendations cover broader programming
concepts and have higher conceptual similarity with their samples. A user study
was conducted where users rated Java method recommendations that helped them
i
complete two programming problems. 61.5% users were positive that real time method
recommendations are helpful, and 50% reported this would reduce time spent in web
searches. The empirical utility of CodeReco’s similarity metric on those problems
was compared with a purely language based similarity metric (baseline). Baseline
received higher ratings from novices, arguably due to lack of structure-semantics in
their samples while seeking recommendations.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The growing need of programming knowledge and the nature of computer programs
themselves present unique challenges for programming related information seeking
and retrieval. Computer programs are semi-structured text files, representing layers
of information in the form of documentation, syntax, variable names and constants,
blueprints (classes), callable references (methods), application programming interfaces
(API’s), control flows, algorithms and architecture. Such multifacated source code
repositories are growing exponentially (online code hosting platform Github grew
from 4+ million repositories in 2013 to 80+ million in 2017 [14]). Need of semantic
information relating to source code is also growing. Community driven question and
answer forums like StackOverflow1 see a proliferating number of questions asked per
week as compared to the accepted answers (figure 1).
Information seeking processes (ISP) pose cognitive challenges for users [21] like
uncertainty due to lack of knowledge. Information retrieval processes (IR) on the other
hand, face challenges of growing volume of heterogeneous data, retrieving user’s context
and semantically matching queries with corpus [1]. Improvements in information
seeking and retrieval from source code is vital for achieving several objectives like
searching code in open source repositories [13], encouraging reuse of software [12, 52],
enhance learning by examples [32], helping developers use frameworks / API’s [56] or
detect plagiarism [6, 43].
1http://stackoverflow.com
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Figure 1: Stackoverflow - QnA
http://data.stackexchange.com/stackoverflow/query/662515
Recommender systems support programming related ISP and IR by automatically
recommending items relevant to the user’s current context. This is particularly helpful
when users do not anticipate searching or when they struggle with explicitly specifying
their search query [3]. Code recommenders have already become an integral part of
development environments (IDE) like eclipse [9]. However, they are predominantly
based on static type checking and are limited in scope to recommending a single
method call or a template for common programming constructs like loops. Research is
exploring alternative uses of code recommenders like supporting novices with improved
code navigation [23], api usage [18], change requests [26] and end to end collaborative
software development [49]. Considering programming education, there is scope for
similar applications. For example, consider that a user has forgotten to check for the
termination condition in a recursive method and is facing an overflow error. The user
might have faced such an error for the first time, struggling with self-regulation in
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debugging [25]. He might come up with a sub-optimal web search phrase at first, that
would need to be refined gradually with exploration. He eventually realizes he missed
adding the recursive termination check by finding some analogous example or reading
through a detailed algorithm post. If he could look at recommended methods similar
to what he is currently working on, he could have potentially figured this out sooner.
1.1 Motivation
Need of semantic code recommendations was observed in a quizzing application for
a Java programming class. The application mined web pages from Java wikibooks [19]
to suggest reading articles based on the content of the question. Open source search
platform Solr 2 was used to index crawled web pages and return ranked results when
queried with a question content. Recommendations were reasonable for questions like
what is runtime polymorphism, but the quality reduced when the main content of the
question was a code snippet, like what is the output of below code. Could treating
code snippets differently (more than text) improve recommendations?
The goal of this thesis is to enhance programming learning via examples [32] by
providing semantic method recommendations. Based on research relating to cognitive
learning via examples [36], an assumption is made that relevant semantic method
recommendations can sample higher level concepts, best practices, common pitfalls
and reduce learning barriers [20]. This thesis focuses on retrieving semantic method
recommendations from a code corpus, the main objective of the CodeReco system.
CodeReco extracts features via parsing the abstract syntax tree (AST) of methods,
and a novel similarity metric is defined. These features are aggregated into categories
2http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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like signature, structure, concepts and language for incorporating user controlled
personalization [31]. Two user studies were conducted to analyze the effectiveness of
the novel similarity metric and gain insights on the kind of similarity users seek the
most.
1.2 Research Questions
There are research questions relating to both the characteristics of method recom-
mendations and their overall user utility. Would complete method recommendations
(that may not be syntactically compatible) empirically help users in completing their
programming tasks? Would method recommendations pro-actively reduce information
seeking load from the users? Irrelevant recommendations could increase frustration
among users, so how do we ensure recommendations are relevant?
One can consider a weighted keyword match approach to be a baseline indicator
of relevancy. Higher the weighted keyword match, more relevant the sample. This
language baseline is a common default option in open source search indexing engines
like Solr, and a recommender system could be implemented by ‘pro-actively querying’
such search engines. CodeReco on the other hand, claims to be a semantic Java method
recommender, but what does semantic method recommendation mean? Source code
contains natural language (comments, naming convention, etc) and program syntax
(expressions, loops, conditions, etc). From a natural language perspective, semantic
information could mean synonymy, hyponymy, sense of words and their dependencies,
latent topics, etc. From a programming language perspective, semantics (structure-
semantics here onwards) could mean operational semantics (steps of execution or
flow-chart), denotational semantics (function from domain input to domain output),
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axiomatic semantics (contracts or api), etc. Conventional search and recommendation
systems either treat code as entirely a natural language document (keyword based) or
as an axiomatic representation (compatible API’s and methods). CodeReco attempts
to recommend method samples by extracting both natural language and programming
language features, and treats them separately in a novel similarity metric measuring
semantic similarity. Would this similarity metric outperform the language baseline in
sampling conceptually similar examples?
This thesis evaluates below hypotheses:
H1 - Distinguished usage of language and structure-semantic features will yield
conceptually similar examples
H2 - Method recommendations help users complete their programming tasks
H3 - Method recommendations reduce conventional search time while program-
ming
H4 - Treating methods as a combination of language and structure-semantic
features will yield more helpful recommendations for users as compared to a
pure language treatment
1.3 Organization
This introduction is followed by literature and background (Chapter 2) to provide
sufficient context to the reader. The design rationale, algorithm design and interface of
CodeReco are presented next(Chapter 3), along with our methodology for evaluation.
The user study is described in detail next (Chapter 4), followed by evaluation results
(Chapter 5) and conclusion (Chapter 6) .
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE
2.1 Recommender Systems
Recommender systems consist of software tools and techniques that suggest items
(news, articles, movies, etc) to users. There have several applications, most common
ones being increasing sales and user satisfaction [37]. As a high level overview to a vast
area of active research, these systems suggest items by predicting which item(s), from a
possible set of items, would be most relevant or useful to the user. For predicting user
utility of a new item , they use techniques like finding similar items based on user’s
usage history (content based), similar users based on usage history and items brought
by them but not by current user (collaborative), knowledge acquired like usage patterns
and associations (knowledge-based) or a combination of these techniques (hybrid).
Some recommender systems are offline (asynchronous) while others could be dynamic
(real time recommendations). Recommender systems also have novel applications
in technology enhanced learning [28]. One of the most important characteristics of
recommender systems are their notions of similarity between items or users.
2.2 Code Similarity
Significant research has been done to find similarities in source code utilizing not
just the text of the source document but also intermediate transformations like abstract
syntax trees (AST), bytecode and binary executables. An extensive summary of all
6
such techniques has been noted by Ragkhitwetsagul, Krinke, and Clark [35]. Since
code files are analogous to text files, research in code similarity closely evolved with
research in text similarity. As background for this thesis, I focus on applications of
code similarity in areas of plagiarism detection, software development and education.
Code similarity was most extensively studied from a plagiarism detection perspec-
tive. Initial approaches involved treating code as a sequence of tokens, as done in
MOSS [43], a plagiarism detection system still used in academia3. Documents are
split into chunks either by words or sentences. 1 to n gram sequences of these chunks
are hashed. Subsets of hashes are selected as fingerprints. Higher the partial matches
in fingerprints between two samples, higher their similarity and more their likelihood
of being copies. Bowyer and Hall [5] report that for 75 to 120 mid-sized programs (≈
200 lines) queried in MOSS, results were available in a day.
The conventional approach for search oriented information retrieval has been
treating code as a text document. Documents are transformed into frequency weighted
vector representations (tf-idf) where the dimensions of these vectors are words in the
vocabulary [39]. Vector similarity metrics like cosine similarity are used. Vector space
models, being relatively simple algebraic models, are highly scalable and extensively
used in search engines like lucene4. Extensions of vector space models like latent
semantic indexing [7] is used to detect semantic topics within code repositories that
can be further used for clustering [22]. However, relying on the simplicity of term
frequencies suffers from the major drawback of loosing all sequential or structural
information.
3https://theory.stanford.edu/~aiken/moss/
4https://lucene.apache.org/core/2_9_4/scoring.html
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Figure 2: Code intermediate structures
AST CFG
https://www.cs.umd.edu/class/fall2010/cmsc631/data-flow.pdf
To increase precision in finding structural overlaps, code AST’s (figure 2) can be
compared with tree edit distance metrics[2]. Higher the distance, lesser the similarity.
Rivers and Koedinger[38] use this approach in their intelligent tutoring system for
providing hints to students for editing their methods to match a solution in as few
edits as possible. They were able to successfully generate a hint-chain to final solutions
98.3% of the time. Another approach similar to AST’s are graph based that involve
generating control flow graphs (figure 2) or dependency graphs[24] from code, and
then calculating graph edit distances. Graph approaches enable highly semantic
representations (analogous to flowcharts). But both AST and graph approaches are
hard to scale since comparing graphs and tree structures is computationally expensive
[55, 54].
Sridhara et al. [45] worked towards automated summary generation for methods
to improve program comprehension and maintainability. They did so by predicting
most important statements within the method. Wong, Liu, and Tan [51] also worked
on summary generation, but with a different approach. They first detect clones using
structural similarity, and from these clones select relevant documentation to apply to
8
the sample. Such distinct treatment of structure and language is also used in existing
recommenders like CodeBroker [53].
2.3 Code Recommender Systems
Code recommender systems are tools that take in a code snippet and return code
recommendations. An extensive survey of code recommender systems is reported by
Mens and Lozano [29]. Amongst them, those similar to CodeReco are Strathcona
[16], CodeBroker [53] and SnipMatch [50]. Strathcona defines three different types
of structural queries : class, method or field. Their similarity is based out of six
structural heuristics and does not incorporate language. CodeBroker’s objective is to
promote reuse of methods by avoiding redundant copies. Each time user writes javadoc
for a new method, CodeBroker queries its database for methods with similar Java
documentation. As soon as the signature of the method is available, ranking adapts
to incorporate signature matches (Figure 3). It’s limitation is that it heavily depends
on good quality documentation and does not consider internal structure. SnipMatch
is an eclipse plugin that introduces a markup language for code snippets. The markup
language is used for indexing snippets to the repository that contains placeholders for
variables. When a user queries for snippets, SnipMatch uses the markup to not only
determine which snippet is relevant but also incorporates the snippet by applying the
markup to the current context (Figure 4). This however creates a dependency on user
participation in creating and indexing marked up snippets.
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Figure 3: CodeBroker Recommendation Example
Figure 4: SnipMatch Recommendation Example
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Chapter 3
CODERECO SYSTEM
3.1 Scope
In this thesis, Java methods are the items for recommendation. Java is chosen as
the language of choice because as of today, it ranks first in popularity indexes [33, 46]
and has the second most volume of tags in stackoverflow [34]. The choice of context
size being methods is deliberate. Choosing smaller units of scope like partial snippets
would have increased complexity of determining the boundaries of the amount of
information that is relevant. Methods are considered as self-contained abstraction
units in Java programming language. Developers write methods to encapsulate tasks,
and execution of a program is the execution of a sequence of methods. Method
similarity can be an important sub-component of class level similarity.
3.2 Design Rationale
The core component of CodeReco’s design is it’s code similarity metric. Based on
background literature, common approaches for modeling code similarity are sequence
of tokens, abstract syntax trees, concept or flow graphs and vector space models.
For choosing an appropriate model for an online (synchronous) recommender system
with a potentially large corpora, speed is critical and recommendations should be as
real-time as possible. For methods A and B, finding similarity between sequence of
tokens (string edit distance) has O(nA · nB) time complexity where n is the number
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of tokens in a method [48]. Detecting similarity between abstract syntax trees (tree
edit distance) has O(nA · nB ·min(depth(A), leaves(A)) ·min(depth(B), leaves(B)))
where n is the number of nodes in an AST [55]. Graph based approached are NP
hard [54] and exponential in some approximations. Vector space models (VSM) [40]
have linear time complexity as distance metrics like euclidean or jaccard can be found
in O(d) time where d is the number of dimensions of the vectors. Their simplicity
and scalability makes VSM’s popular models for application in large scale information
retrieval and machine learning [27]. CodeReco uses the VSM model by converting
each method into a vector in an engineered dimension space.
In natural language, Term-Frequency and Document Frequency weighted vector
models are used to transform boolean frequency vectors to weighted term vectors [47].
The idea is that it is not only important to count the terms present in a document, it
is also important to discount common terms across documents as they represent little
information unique to a particular document. In terms of source code, an example
would be that keywords like ‘int’ or ‘main’ present less unique information than words
like ‘StringBuffer’ or ‘Scanner’. In order to extract high level semantic information,
VSM’s can be used to apply advanced statistical techniques like LSA [8] and LDA [4]
to deduce topics within documents. However, in the case of source code documents,
language based semantics like LSA and LDA are not enough. Consider an example of
two statements:
i n t id = 5 ;
S t r ing name = " John " ;
Term frequency models would consider them to be completely different and unrelated
statements (no match). But at a structural-semantic level, both can be considered as
variable decelerations and assignments. Incorporating structural-semantic information
12
on a scalable VSM is the underlying design rationale of CodeReco. The features of its
VSM (and their high level categorization) are represented in table 1 with an example
shown in figure 5. Features are clustered into categories for making personalization
intuitive and less complicated. For example, the signature features of a vector would
be the set of:
vm(signature) = {vm[‘params′], vm[‘returnType′], vm[‘modifier′]}
The open source javaparser5 library is used for extracting structural-semantic fea-
tures and separating language tokens with programming syntax tokens (as of February
2017, javaparser had a bug in differentiating java documentation with comments,
but that does not affect CodeReco). This allows precise tokenization without having
to build complex regular expression patterns specific to the programming language.
The AST data structure created by javaparser is flattened (only counts of node types
extracted) by CodeReco during traversal. Even though flattening results in loss of
all sequential information, it still adds value in populating similarities in counts of
structural components [15].
Table 1: CodeReco Vector feature categories
Signature Structure Language Concepts
params expressions method_name concepts
returnType statements variable_names
modifier methods_called constants
exceptions comments
annotations java_doc
types types
5http://javaparser.org/
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Figure 5: Feature Extraction
Types are considered in both ‘Structure’ and ‘Language’ because structurally
they represent classes used; whereas with a camel case split, they represent the
nomenclature of the class in language (e.g.: ‘StringBuffer’ acts as a buffer containing
string). CodeReco is written in Python (Flask), with the feature extraction submodule
based on the Java. It is a RESTFUL web service that returns JSON (JavaScript
Object Notation) results, making it easy for anyone to query if they know the API.
The high level architecture of CodeReco is given in figure 6
3.2.1 Similarity Metric
Jaccard similarity between two sets A and B is given as:
J(A,B) = |A ∩B||A ∪B| (3.1)
Cosine similarity between two vectors x and y of the same dimensions is given as:
C(x, y) = x · y||x|| · ||y|| (3.2)
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CodeReco’s similarity metric S between any two method vectors is defined as:
SwCodeReco(vm1, vm2) =[wsignature · J(vm1(signature), vm2(signature))+
wstructure · J(vm1(structure), vm2(structure))+
wlanguage · Ctf−idf (vm1(language), vm2(language))+
wconcept · J(vm1(concept), vm2(concept))]/4
(3.3)
Ctf−idf represents cosine similarity (equation 3.2) where the value of the terms in
the vectors are determined via a term frequency - inverse document frequency model
6. This model is analogous to the default model used in open source search engines
like lucene7.
6https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/tfidfmodel.html
7https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/guide/current/practical-scoring-function.html
Figure 6: CodeReco Design Architecture
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3.2.2 Preprocessing
All empty methods are ignored. String representing numbers like ‘zero’ and ‘one’
are replaced by a sentinel value ‘DIGIT’. Similarly, words like ‘first’ and ‘second’ are
replaced by sentinel ‘RANK’, ‘Hundred’ or ‘thousand’ are replaced by ‘SCALE’ and
‘January’ or ‘February’ are replaced by ‘TIME’. The NLTK 8 library is used for stop-
word removal and lemmatization. Camel case words are split, i.e., ‘rankedStudents’
would be split as ‘ranked’ and ‘students’.
3.2.3 Heuristics for Concept Extraction
All features except concepts are directly extracted from the javaparser AST. In
order to capture more semantic information, concepts are extracted based on the
following heuristics:
1. Recursion: a method call with the same name as the method is detected.
2. Polymorphism: a statement contains an instanceof or casting expression, or when
a creation expression does not match the type of the deceleration expression.
3. Casting: there is a casting expression present
4. ExceptionHandling: try-catch statement is observed. Note that this is different
than throwing exceptions
5. Synchronization: synchronized statement observed.
6. InnerClass: new class or interface deceleration is noticed.
7. InnerMethod: new method deceleration is noticed.
8http://www.nltk.org/
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3.2.4 Algorithm and Complexity
CodeReco contains a mined corpus of method vectors added by an administrator.
Given a method m, a weight vector wi and configuration k, CodeReco first calculates
similarity scores SCodeReco between m and each method vector in its corpus using wi.
It recommends the k most similar methods to the user. In other words, it returns the
k nearest methods in the engineered dimension space based on wi, analogous to item
based collaborative filtering techniques used in recommender systems [42].
End to end algorithmic steps for recommending methods given a method with text
t and weights wi:
1. Extract vector vm from queried text t using javaparser and heuristics
2. Create a list l of [vm, vj, SwiCodeReco(vm, vj)] for each vj in corpus
3. Reverse sort l based on the Swi
4. Return l[0...k][vj]
Time complexity of extracting vm from t (step 1) is linear in size of t O(|t|) [11].
Step 2 is O(n ·d) where n is the number of vectors in corpus and d is the dimensionality
of vectors. Sorting in step 3 is O(n · log2 n) while step 4 is O(1). This makes the time
complexity of CodeReco O(n · (log2 n + d)). For sufficiently large n and a fixed d,
CodeReco has is O(n · log2 n) time complexity, making it highly scalable.
3.2.5 Configuration
The default configuration of weights, unless changed by the user are:
w ← [wsignature = 1, wstructure = 1, wlanguage = 1, wconcept = 1]
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Users can change individual feature-category weights on a scale of 0 to 5, and it
will accordingly change similarity scores and return fresh results that may or may not
change.
CodeReco will return 5 recommendations by default, unless changed by the admin.
k ← 5
3.3 Evaluation Methodology
Recommender systems are typically evaluated on desirable properties like usage
prediction, rating or ranking predictions, diversity, coverage, scalability, utility, etc.
These properties are measured via offline experiments, user studies or online exper-
iments [44]. There are several challenges to verify the hypotheses stated in this
thesis.
First of all, there are no existing ground truth datasets. To the best of my
knowledge, there is no existing dataset that measures indirect helpfulness of method
recommendations, thus ruling out most offline simulation techniques. Having no exist-
ing user base also rules out online experiments for measurement (A/B testing). User
study is thus the chosen technique in this work, acknowledging their limitations [44].
Secondly, implicitly evaluating H2, H3 and H4 is a challenge. An ideal scenario
would be to divide users randomly into groups that have access to CodeReco vs groups
which don’t, and evaluate metrics like time taken to complete the same programming
tasks. Given the constraints of a having less than 20 users in a class, this could not reli-
ably be done and had to be measured explicitly. Measuring usage explicitly is another
challenge in our case. Unlike the case of e-commerce or movie recommendations, where
it is straightforward to measure if a recommended item (movie) was used (watched)
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by the user, defining usage from a Java method recommendation is non-trivial if the
method is not directly invoked. Capturing copy actions from the recommendations is
one possible approach to encapsulate the use of a recommended method. However, it
may not be reliable enough as users can incorporate partial snippets, find ideas or
hints helpful at a glance without explicit copying. Thus, to measure recommendation
usage in CodeReco, users are asked to explicitly rate method recommendations based
on how much they found it helpful in completing a programming problem, on a scale
of 1 to 5. Additionally, they are not forced to rate all recommendations and non-rated
methods are assumed to be irrelevant.
For testing H1 and H4, a baseline similarity metric was defined that treats Java
methods as pure text. The same tf-idf based vector space model that is used in
CodeReco is also used in Baseline (Ctf−idf). There are two key differences between
them, the first being that Baseline considers the whole method as text, whereas
CodeReco considers only those features listed in the ‘language’ category (table 1) as
text. For example, keywords like void, int and method calls like System.out.println
are considered as text in baseline but not in CodeReco. Second being that Baseline
does not have any structural or semantic information. Note that advanced techniques
like LSI and usage of lexical databases like WordNet [30] are skipped for simplification
because the goal of H1 and H4 is to evaluate benefits of a combined model (structure-
semantics with language) as compared to a Baseline (language).
H1 is evaluated experimentally with the help of a concept indexing service Java-
Parser [17] (different from javaparser used for feature extraction). JavaParser extracts
concepts from Java code based on a defined ontology of concepts 9. It reports 93%
overlap with manual indexing of Java code for that ontology, and can thus be con-
9http://www.pitt.edu/~paws//ont/java.owl
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sidered as an automated equivalent of a manual expert indexing method samples for
concepts from that ontology. 1852 Java method examples from the first and second
versions of the book ‘Java Examples in a Nutshell’10 were used as a test dataset.
H4 is evaluated by using both sources of recommendations : CodeReco and Baseline
in the user study. 5 nearest methods from CodeReco and Baseline are recommended
to the users, randomly shuffled on each query. An interesting configuration is that
if a user sets CodeReco weight vector as all 0 except language, would CodeReco be
equivalent to baseline? It is not so because even though both would be purely tf-idf
models, their corpus of text is different.
H2 and H3 are subjective questions asked to users post participation in a survey
(feedback).
10http://examples.oreilly.com/9781565923713
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Chapter 4
USER STUDY
4.1 Recommendation Corpus
6214 compilable methods are crawled from Java textbook code samples and other
online learning resources like Big Java 6th Edition 11, Java CookBook 3rd edition 12,
UT Austin CS307 13, Head First Java 14, Oracle Press Java Programming 15, HWS
java notes 16.
4.2 Study Design
A web based application was implemented for the methodology described in section
3.3. The study flow is presented in figure 7.
Users were asked to write methods for solving below two problems:
11http://horstmann.com/bigjava.html
12https://github.com/oreillymedia/java_cookbook_3e
13https://www.cs.utexas.edu/~scottm/cs307/codingSamples.htm
14http://www.headfirstlabs.com/books/hfjava/
15https://www.mhprofessionalresources.com/getpage.php?c=oraclepress_downloads.php
16http://math.hws.edu/javanotes/
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Figure 7: User Study Workflow
1. Write a method that takes an i n t e g e r array and re tu rn s the l a r g e s t d i f f e r e n c e
between i t s e lements .
For example , i f array conta in s [ 7 , 4 , 1 ] , the method should re turn 6 as the
l a r g e s t d i f f e r e n c e (7 − 1)
2. c l a s s Person{
St r ing name ;
i n t age ;
}
c l a s s Employee extends Person{
double ge tSa la ry ( ) ;
}
c l a s s BusinessOwner extends Person {
double g e tP r o f i t ( ) ;
}
c l a s s Veteran extends Person{
St r ing veteran_id ;
}
Write a java method that takes a person and re tu rn s t h e i r tax as below :
1 . For employees , i f s a l a r y < $10 , 000 , 2% o f sa la ry , e l s e 5%
2 . For bus in e s s owners , 10% of t h e i r p r o f i t
3 . 0 f o r ve te rans
What would you do i f a person i s none o f the se ?
Both problems were designed with caution for no trivial matches (method doing
the exact task) present in the corpus. Problem 1 was designed as an enhancement
of a common sub-problem (finding maximum or minimum element) to test applied
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algorithmic skills. Problem 2 was designed as an application of object oriented concepts
within a method.
Half of the users were assigned problem 1 and half problem 2 to start the study.
While a user is assigned one problem, they could not attempt the other until they
submit their solution. This was done in order to avoid familiarity bias towards
any particular problem. While participants were writing their methods, they could
search for recommendations as shown in figure 8. The only prerequisite for getting
recommendations was that their text had to be parsable (no syntax errors).
A maximum of 10 recommendations are shown for each search query, consisting of
5 nearest samples from both CodeReco and Baseline. These are randomly shuffled
with no visual cue to differentiate between the source model. Users were asked to
rate these recommendations on a scale of 1 to 5, based on how much they thought
the recommendation helped them complete their current task (figure 9). In cases of
overlap between recommendations from both algorithms, the method was shown only
once but records were maintained for both source models separately, as their ranks (k
value in k nearest) might be different between the algorithms.
User studies are expensive to conduct and tend to have fewer participants than
ideal. In order to collect enough votes for analysis, at least 15 ratings (votes) were
asked for each problem before they could submit and proceed to the next problem.
The study was designed to be completed by students in a class within 45 minutes,
and subjective feedback was collected towards the end. Users were informed not to
use search engines to avoid ratings to be influenced by external search results. For
evaluating H3, users should spend some time customizing their query in CodeReco
instead of conventionally querying the web.
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Figure 8: Searching
Figure 9: Rating (Voting)
Users were also allowed to customize the weights of the queries as shown in the
figure 10. For any change in the weights, a fresh query was executed with updated
weights. An example of customization is shown in figure 10, where the user first adds
comments in his Java method trying to summarize what they need to do (1). By
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increasing weights in the Language slider, they are essentially adding more weight to
language in order to boost matching keywords in comments or variable names. They
find (3) and (4) as relevant methods, (3) being related to conversion from hexadecimal
to base 10. It is not exactly what they are looking for, but can act as a reference
algorithm. On the other hand, (4) seems to be an easier and straight forward way to
convert, but it returns a String. Maybe by exploring the Integer class a little more,
the user may find an even more relevant method with the right signature by boosting
the signature component.
CodeReco was first used by novices at undergraduate freshmen classrooms of
CPI101 (Introduction to Informatics) and ASU101 - CSE (ASU Experience in computer
science and engineering) at Arizona State University. It was observed that a significant
number of students were not comfortable with Java syntax and needed assistance in
debugging. To get data from users comfortable with java syntax, the same study was
also conducted on mechanical turk 17 (MTurk), a popular marketplace for human
intelligent tasks. A qualification test was created (Appendix B) so as to select ideal
workers for participation (beginners to medium competence). The test was designed
so that qualifying participants will be able to debug simple Java methods without
the help of compiler output and also have a better understanding of the features
available for customization. 27 MTurk users qualified to participate, their average
Java programming experience being close to 4 years.
17https://www.mturk.com/
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Figure 10: Customization
4.3 Usage Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics in table 2 provide some insights on participant behavior.
MTurk users did not have any instance of copying text from the problem state-
ment itself and much higher word counts in their submissions. They also explored
CodeReco customizations more extensively than their classroom counterparts (Figure
11). Conceptual features were least explored in the classroom, which seems reasonable
considering their lack of experience. We also visualize the distribution of the sub-set of
CodeReco weights that corresponded to votes in figure 12. User searches as compared
to their current word count is plotted in figure 13.
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Table 2: UserStudy Descriptive Statistics
Classroom MTurk
Users 37 27
Total Ratings 807 773
Ratings – Baseline 2.33 ± 1.36 2.08 ± 1.24
Ratings – Codereco 1.88 ± 1.23 2.04 ± 1.23
Total Customizations 1045 1355
Signature 1.62 ± 1.13 2.07 ± 1.53
Structure 1.5 ± 1.03 2.15 ± 1.53
Concepts 1.27 ± 0.95 2.0 ± 1.56
Language 1.77 ± 1.36 2.14 ± 1.58
Copies from Question 3 0
Copies from Baseline Reco 13 11
Copies from Codereco Reco 6 6
Avg words per submission 29 49
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Figure 11: CodeReco - Exploratory customizations
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Figure 12: CodeReco - Rating Customizations
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Figure 13: CodeReco Number of Queries at Word Counts
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Chapter 5
EVALUATION
5.1 Evaluation Metrics
Challenges in using precision and recall or RMSE based evaluation metrics have
been discussed in section 3.3. The rationale for some metrics used are presented below:
Shannon’s Entropy H is a common measure of diversity (distributional inequality)
in datasets [44].
H = −
n∑
i=1
p(i) log p(i)
This is used in for for measuring diversity of ontology concepts covered in recom-
mendations. Higher H values imply a distribution is more informative (has diverse
components).
If J (Equation 3.1) represents jaccard similarity between ontology concepts of the
test samples with respect to a recommendation, higher J implies more conceptual
similarity [41].
5.2 Evaluation Results
CodeReco yields broader programming concepts
HBaseline = 1.51± 0.8 and HCodeReco = 1.70± 0.82. Students paired T test showed
the distributions to be significantly different with p < 0.001.
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CodeReco yields higher conceptual similarity with samples
JBaseline = 0.20± 0.23 and JCodeReco = 0.35± 0.30. Students paired T test showed
the distributions to be significantly different with p < 0.001.
Baseline yields better ratings in classroom
Classroom ratings for Baseline were significantly higher than CodeReco (p < 0.001
as per Mann-Whitney U test [10]) 18. There were insignificant differences in ratings
for MTurk users (p > 0.5).
Feature correlations
Linear correlations between feature categories vs ratings for CodeReco are summa-
rized in tables 3 and 4.
In the classroom, signature - language and structure-concepts had significant linear
correlations (p < 0.001), that might indicate that students looked for a combination
of (signature - language) or (structure - concepts). The rating-weights (Figure 12)
also suggest that signature and language were most sought by classroom students.
There were insignificant correlations between features and ratings.
MTurk users had significant linear correlations between signature - structure -
concepts (p < 0.001), showing that they indeed consider all three as belonging to a
higher category of structure-semantic features. The strongest amongst all correlations
18Mann-Whitney U test is used for ratings instead of the more widely used Student t-tests to
avoid normal distribution assumption of ratings
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were between (structure - concepts). There were also significant correlations between
structure with ratings and concepts with ratings (p < 0.001), indicating that an
increase in these features likely increased ratings of CodeReco recommendations.
Table 3: Classroom CodeReco Weight Correlations
Pearson Corr (r) signature structure concepts language rating
signature 1 0.14 0.10 0.30 0.08
structure 0.14 1 0.31 0.14 -0.02
concepts 0.10 0.31 1 0.11 -0.03
language 0.30 0.14 0.11 1 0.00
rating 0.08 -0.02 -0.03 0.00 1
Table 4: MTurk CodeReco Weight Correlations
Pearson Corr (r) signature structure concepts language rating
signature 1 0.44 0.39 0.29 0.09
structure 0.44 1 0.53 0.17 0.21
concepts 0.39 0.53 1 0.23 0.27
language 0.29 0.17 0.23 1 0.04
rating 0.09 0.21 0.27 0.04 1
Subjective feedback
At the end of both classroom and MTurk activities, users were asked to fill a short
subjective survey on their experience (visualized in Figure 15) and optional comments
(listed in Appendix 5). Classroom participants fell less sure about recommendations
reducing search time, whereas MTurk users felt less sure about customizations being
intuitive. Many users complained about the lack of syntax debugging support. 61.5%
users had a positive (non-neutral) response on recommendations being helpful. 50%
users had a positive response on recommendations reducing search time.
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Some thoughtful excerpts from textual feedback were:
‘Overall the idea is fabulous, however textual hints or points might help better for
beginning programmers compared to actual code that your system was recommend-
ing. This is because, for a beginning programmer, reading recommended code in itself
becomes an exercise. You can try putting shorter more relevant hint kind of features
compared to such larger chunks of code being recommended’
‘It legitimately lowered the time it would have taken to complete both questions by
a large amount. I’m impressed with how similar the searches were without even having
to change the sliders much. But the capability to do so gave the ability to fine tune it.
I wish I had this for my past Java assignments!’
‘Seems to work OK when searching for general algorithms, but falls a bit short on
specific structures’
‘I like the concept for sure, if it had a little more problem specific recommendations
I’d be much more keen to use it’
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Figure 14: Features feedback
Classroom
MTurk
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Figure 15: Subjective User experience
Classroom
MTurk
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this thesis was two fold, to evaluate a novel approach of sampling
semantically similar code samples and to estimate the empirical utility of such rec-
ommendations (H1-4 in section 1.2). Java methods were chosen as the scope and
CodeReco was designed to provide semantic Java method recommendations in a
scalable vector space model. It segregates language and syntax from methods based
on its parsed AST and extracts structure-semantic features. An original similarity
metric was designed to provide intuitive categorization of features and enable user
personalization. User study was conducted on classrooms and mechanical turk for
evaluating the hypotheses. User studies have time constraints, user biases, and the two
problems asked cannot cover the vast space of relevant information seeking scenarios.
However, given its constraints, it is still an effective measure of empirical value [44].
6.1 Discussions and Summary
As per evaluation results in section 5.2, an ontology based indexing service verifies
H1; i.e, as compared to a language baseline, CodeReco recommendations had a
broader coverage of concepts and were also conceptually more similar. H2 and H3
were subjective hypotheses that received positive feedback. 61.5% users believed that
method recommendations are helpful and 50% users believed they would potentially
reduce their search times. This shows that users are open to finding utility in
recommendations that are not syntactically applicable but semantically similar.
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However, a counter-intuitive finding was that H4 (CodeReco being more helpful
than Baseline) is rejected. A possible explanation could be that participants who
lack experience would depend more on language for information seeking, whereas
participants who understand structural semantics can leverage both for seeking
information (figure 11). Figure 13 shows that users sought most recommendations
initially with fewer words written (and thus, fewer structural components). An
example scenario where language model outperforms CodeReco was when users did
not know how to use ‘instanceof’ operator and were facing syntax errors. CodeReco
would only detect ‘instanceof’ if it was correctly used in an example as an operator.
However, the language model recognizes ‘instanceof’ as just another term, and any
occurrence in comments is equivalent to a syntactically correct usage, thus producing
an important match. Another possible reason could be that novice users may not
be prompt in correlating semantic similarities between recommendations and their
method, deeming more literal matches as helpful. In the case of experienced users,
there were significant correlations between structure-semantics with ratings, indicating
that they could identify and appreciate structure-semantic similarities.
As a system, CodeReco is scalable and modular with a JSON interface. Since it
depends only on parsed AST’s and not compiled code, it is possible to extend the use
of CodeReco across other Java-like languages like C++.
6.2 Limitations and Future Work
CodeReco’s major limitation is its dependency on correct syntax for feature
extraction, which is hard for novices to achieve without support. This can be overcome
with IDE integration. Another limitation observed was lack of inverse document
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frequency weights for the structural-semantic features. Currently, CodeReco gives an
‘ObjectMethodInvocation’ and a ‘ThisReference’ equal weights (only counts), whereas
in the corpus the latter may be much rarer than former. Instead of partial segregation
of language and structure tokens, all tokens can be considered in both feature-sets to
cover for cases just discussed.
Controllable personalization is empowering for users but it also brings the same
information seeking challenges in a different form, they might not know what is an
optimal configuration for what they seek. There are two possible ways to mitigate this.
CodeReco could be optimized for specific objectives instead of user utility, like acting
as an intelligent tutoring system. Weights can be trained by optimizing against a
Java Tutor’s method recommendations. Alternatively, there is scope for incorporating
user modeling where the system optimizes its weights for the user’s utility based on
implicit feedback or explicit ratings.
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Table 5: Classroom comments
Comments
avoid repeat recommendations when changing sliders
it would be helpful if we could search without correct code
Overall a good feature to have
Give more instructions on how to use the customizations. At first use, I wasn’t
exactly sure what they did.
Maybe we need more time to familiar that exercise.
in general, program is effective at helping, but some of the recommendations are
not useful
I think the website requires more clarification on the instructions on how the
features relate to the recommendations and also the instructions in general on how
to submit.
If we had more time to participate, I could have gotten a better feel to it. Reduce
the amount of recommendations shown at a time.
Rating the recommendations was a bit confusing and felt unnecessary
It will be great if there was a way to refresh the recommendations given as well as
getting rid of some.
I personally couldn’t really get the recommendations to appear unless I used the
examples provided so take my feedback with a grain of salt. Good concept though.
I think the fact it doesn’t tell you why your getting a compilation error is really
hard for new people to programming. On other editors it tells you what line has
the issue so you can figure out what to fix.
The interface was not super intuitive, could be easier to navigate.
Keep up the good work
Depending on what structure the user has, there could be different examples on
different languages other than Java.
Recommendations were very helpful, but would like to see some visual improvements.
There were some problems submitting when you reached 15 stars in the study.
Overall idea is great.
Seems like a good replacement for google just needs more fine tuning.
Suggestions without the code having to compile
show similar example
It legitimately lowered the time it would have taken to complete both questions by
a large amount. I’m impressed with how similar the searches were without even
having to change the sliders much. But the capability to do so gave the ability to
fine tune it. I wish I had this for my past Java assignments!
The error message is always the same, but when someone inputs an error into the
search and fix it they will likely see the same error message not knowing if their
search is still faulty or if it is just the page loading.
The customization did not feel extremely intuitive but I would like to see this
implemented and liked it overall.
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Table 6: MTurk comments
Comments
avoid repeat recommendations when changing sliders
Could not get the recommendations to pop up anything with ’instanceof’ or ’throw
new Exception’ , no matter how hard I tried to guide it. Seems to work OK
when searching for general algorithms, but falls a bit short on specific structures.
Interesting concept nonetheless. And btw, the link to this form in the test lead to
a Restricted one.
I was not able to submit my recommendations, why ?
“Regarding the user study: 1. Navigation is a bit fuzzy. By reading the instructions
and clicking start ”“HERE”“ link, I was directed to FAQs instead of Problem 1.
On clicking Problem 1, a message comes to solve other problem first. 2. I assume
that the recommendations are used to solve the problem. There were times when I
needed an answer regarding syntax but I coudn’t get a recommendation since syntax
has to be right. 3. During problem solving, usually there are questions like ”“how
to sort an array using a library”“, there seems to be no way to get recommendations
for these questions. Writing in comments about this is similar to googling. 4. Points
2 and 3 are listed only because the user is forced to give 15 recommendations. With
the given problems and I, after getting a few recommendations, I was forced to
find the other recommendations and sometimes mark even if they were irrelevant.
IMPORTANT: Some recommendations (3-4) were very pretty accurate 5/5 but rest
were not related. Those 3-4 recommendations were enough to solve problem but I
had to forcefully select other irrelevant recommendations. ”
Had to submit before completion because I wanted to check the code for completion.
Might be better to add some kind of verification that the questions were submitted.
Because sliders are used for the search features for Signature, Structure, etc. . . , it’s
a bit ambiguous as to how “strict” they make the search.
I like the concept for sure, if it had a little more problem specific recommendations
I’d be much more keen to use it
“Honestly, the questions were too easy since I am a java instructor and we use these
in our very first course. Secondly, some of your recommendations were completely
irrelevant (i.e. what is the point of recommending a method with paintComponent
in a question on array differences?).
Overall the idea is fabulous, however textual hints or points might help better for
beginning programmers compared to actual code that your system was recommend-
ing. This is because, for a beginning programmer, reading recommended code in
itself becomes an exercise. You can try putting shorter more relevant ’hint’ kind of
features compared to such larger chunks of code being recommended.
Best of luck with your IDE and idea.
-Bye.”
Good
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Mechanical Turk Qualification test questions:
1 . Can the same java program run on mul t ip l e operat ing systems without any changes
in source code ?
o Yes
o Maybe
o No
2 . What i s runtime polymorphism?
o Runtime polymorphism i s a proce s s in which a c a l l to an over loaded method i s
r e s o l v ed at runtime ra the r than at compile−time .
o Runtime polymorphism i s a proce s s in which a c a l l to an overr idden method i s
r e s o l v ed at runtime ra the r than at compile−time .
o Both o f the above
o None o f the above
3 . S e l e c t the odd one out
o Linux
o OSX
o Ec l i p s e
o Windows
4 . Based upon your p r i o r knowledge , arrange the s o r t i n g techn iques in i n c r e a s i n g
order o f t h e i r time comp l ex i t i e s ( average case s c ena r i o ) .
Bubble Sort (B)
I n s e r t i o n Sort ( I )
Merge Sort (M)
Quick Sort (Q)
o B < M < Q < I
o [Q,M] < [B, I ]
o [B, I ] < [Q,M]
o [B, M] < [Q, I ]
5 . I s the re a problem ( s ) in the below java code sn ippet ? I f yes , what?
pub l i c void i n t sum( i n t [ ] a ) {
i n t t o t a l = 0 ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 , i <= a . length , i++){
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t o t a l += a [ i ]
}
re turn t o t a l ;
}
o No problems
o Yes _____________
6 . Based upon your p r i o r knowledge , arrange the s o r t i n g techn iques in i n c r e a s i n g
order o f t h e i r time comp l ex i t i e s ( average case s c ena r i o ) .
Bubble Sort (B)
I n s e r t i o n Sort ( I )
Quick Sort (Q)
Heap Sort (H)
o B < I < Q < H
o [Q, I ] < [B,H]
o [B, I ] < [Q,H]
o [Q, H] < [B, I ]
7 . Write the name o f any one Wrapper c l a s s in Java
_____
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